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Commentary: Ryan Makes It Clear That Cutting Medicaid to Pay for the Health Bill’s Tax Cuts for the Wealthy Enables Deeper Corporate Tax Cuts in Tax Legislation to Follow

By Chye-Ching Huang

House Speaker Paul Ryan has made a key Republican motive for pushing ahead with the House GOP health plan explicit in recent interviews: passing the health package first facilitates deeper tax cuts for the wealthy and corporations in subsequent tax legislation.

That’s because the House GOP health plan reduces revenues by nearly $900 billion over the decade, according to the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), including $592 billion in tax cuts largely for the wealthy. Passing these tax cuts now as part of a health package allows the GOP to offset their cost through cuts to health care spending — particularly in Medicaid, which CBO estimates the House health care bill cuts by $880 billion over ten years. If these tax cuts were part of tax reform legislation rather than being in the health bill, Republican leaders would have to offset their cost on the tax side to maintain revenue neutrality, as they have said they would do, limiting how sharply they can cut tax rates.

Instead, because these tax cuts are in the health bill, Republicans can, in writing their tax bill later this year, make much deeper cuts in tax rates — particularly for corporations — than they otherwise could do. As Ryan explained in a recent interview with Maria Bartiromo:

RYAN: […] And so yes, it is important that we get this [the health plan] done so that we can do tax reform. Because this bill also takes out about $900 billion in tax increases, the Obamacare tax increases are taken out which makes it $900 billion easier to reform the tax code afterwards... That’s why this is really important.

BARTIROMO: Look, some people see this as a bigger tax cut than anything obviously. Because you’re taking out certain taxes--

RYAN: It’s about a trillion dollar tax cut. This is about a trillion dollar tax cut.


2 Speaker Paul Ryan interviewed on FBN’s “Mornings With Maria.” Emphasis added.
BARTIROMO: And I get that. But wouldn't it have been easier to tax reform first […]

RYAN: Because it’s one of the highest priorities we have. Our committees, frankly, weren’t ready to be able to write tax reform in this space of time. They’re getting ready now. They’re still working on it. And more importantly, it would have been a trillion dollars more difficult to do tax reform had we done that first. That’s a big deal.

A trillion dollars, just to give you, in your mind a perspective, that’s 10 percentage points on rates for businesses. So our blueprint, the House blueprint, it takes the corporate rate from 35 to 20; a trillion dollars is the 20 to 30 difference. This is how big that is. And so taking tax reform with a bigger trillion dollar number in it makes it really hard to do. That’s why doing this first makes tax reform that much easier to accomplish.

House Republicans intend to enact both their health and tax packages using a special budget process called “reconciliation.” The key advantage is that reconciliation bills cannot be filibustered in the Senate and so can pass with a simple majority vote, allowing Republicans to pass their health and tax packages without needing the support of a single Democrat. But reconciliation bills must meet certain criteria, including that they not increase the deficit after the ten-year budget “window.” The House GOP health plan meets this standard because it pays for its revenue losses with deep cuts to health coverage for low- and moderate-income families, especially Medicaid. (See Figure 1.) This would have devastating consequences: 24 million more Americans would be uninsured in 2026, CBO estimates.

If Republicans propose tax reform through reconciliation, that bill, too, will have to meet the test of not increasing the deficit after ten years. Passing health legislation first makes this “easier,” because if the tax cuts for the wealthy in the House GOP’s health package were instead in tax reform, they would need to be paid for with other provisions — such as cuts to tax deductions and other tax breaks that heavily benefit the well-off — to avoid increasing the deficit in the long run. But if lawmakers enact and pay for these large tax cuts before tax reform — with Medicaid cuts, in the case of the House plan — they won’t have to pay for their long-run cost in tax reform. And as Ryan notes, by cutting taxes sharply through health legislation and not having to pay for those tax cuts in tax reform, Republicans could cut corporate tax rates by something like an additional 10 percentage points.


4 For more on reconciliation, see David Reich, “Five Key Points About Budget Reconciliation,” Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, November 15, 2016, http://www.cbpp.org/blog/five-key-points-about-budget-reconciliation.


6 Even with these maneuvers, Tax Policy Center estimates indicate that the House GOP tax plan would not be revenue neutral in the long run, as Ryan has promised; see Speaker Paul Ryan interviewed on FBN’s “Mornings With Maria.” It is possible that in fashioning their tax bill, Republican lawmakers could resort to budget gimmicks including unrealistic estimates of the economic growth impacts of their tax changes (though there may be practical and political constraints on these alternative means of financing, or appearing to finance, very big tax cuts).
This sleight of hand matters not only for budget rules. It also avoids the appearance that Republicans are cutting Medicaid to finance corporate tax rate cuts. Yet the maneuvering does not change the consequences of these policies: House Republican leaders’ cuts to Medicaid and other health coverage provisions will leave 24 million more people uninsured, and most of the proceeds from these cutbacks will be used to finance billions of dollars in tax cuts for the wealthy in the health legislation and, ultimately, to make possible deeper tax cuts for large, profitable corporations.

**Figure 1**

**House GOP Health Plan: Cuts Assistance for Low- and Moderate-Income People; Cuts Taxes for the Wealthy and Medical Industries**
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refundable Tax Cuts</th>
<th>Repealed Non-Refundable Tax Cuts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid cuts</td>
<td>Reduced subsidies for individual insurance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Net effects of other provisions in the bill, including Patient and State Stability Fund Grants, Medicare and Medicaid Disproportionate Share Hospital payments, and other provisions. Source: Congressional Budget Office